
Weekly Update by Mark Armstrong
– December 15, 2023
Greetings from Tyler,  

It’s getting to where you can’t even watch anymore.  The scenes they’re showing
you, the incidents they are describing are not fit for human consumption.  The
“terrorists” committed atrocities reminiscent of the worst we’ve ever heard of.  

They’re mad at us for not supporting Ukraine.  But we’re being invaded by who
knows who, and we’re supposed to believe that Ukraine’s problems are worse
than our own?  Oh yeah, Putin is a bad man, so…  So we’re supposed to sit and
watch our own country invaded by people from all over the world while we get
lectured by Zelensky?  You’ve probably seen them lined up at the border.  They
love Joe Biden, who apparently invited them.

How can this problem persist?  Even third world nations never allowed a border
incursion such as this.   Did you see what happened on the 110 Freeway in
California?  They were Jews?  There were many instances where people needed to
get somewhere on an emergency basis.  The drivers that need to get somewhere
aren’t going to be amused.  They’re liable to take things into their own hands.

Some explosive devices were found with the “immigrants,” on the Mexican side by
Mexican authorities.  But with this uncontrolled immigration we can’t escape,
there’s going to be trouble.  Let’s just hope it’s not terrorism.

The media is still excited about January 6.  They can’t wait to tell us the latest. 
But, you don’t suppose there was government involvement?  It will be interesting
to see if any of the mainstream outlets want to tell us about that.  Is the public
just being jerked around by the government and their media accomplices?  We
hear things all the time, but have learned not to believe everything at first glance.

What  is  it  with  all  the  demonstrations  on  university  campuses  and even on
California freeways?  Do these people know what they are demonstrating about? 
Apparently Chris Cuomo saw some of the most horrendous video, and thinks it
should be released for everybody to see.  You can count me out.  You’ve got to be
careful.  If somebody is about to launch into some gruesome description of what
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these terrorists did, I’m turning it off.  Whether “released” or not, they wouldn’t
dare show this stuff on TV.  We already know several heartbreaking stories, spare
us the video.

Al Gore is ticked off!  Now we’ve got crises that take our attentions away from his
angry predictions.  How dare we worry about the logistical situation in Ukraine? 
How dare we worry about who’s coming across the border.  It’s almost as if global
warming has become an issue of faith.  All the nature shows come with a heavy
dose of evolution and global warming.  

Sorry, we’ve got real things to worry about.  

There are two hot wars going on, and several more threatening.  Hopefully those
get  sorted  out  before  another  flares  up.   We’ve  got  another  year  of
embarrassment,  maybe  worse.

An impeachment inquiry has passed the house.  The embarrassments may just be
getting under way. 

Mark
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